Introduction

❖ The city:
99,000 inhabitants
history and monuments
book stores and literature
Charles Dickens festival

❖ The university:
200 students from 7 nationalities
M.A. Comparative Literature
Campus located in Roland Holstlaan, Deventer
Food trail

KOHINOOR OF INDIA

JUMBO SUPERMARKT

KRETA MEZES AND GRILL

BRINK
Food trail

Paella

Coffee

Sarmale

Sausages
Day 2
Day 2
Day on Wheels

• Fun Game to Introduce Students to Transportation in Netherlands
• Hands on Experience on How to Get Around
• Race to Utrecht and Back
Day 2 - Day on Wheels

Game Rules

- Twenty Teams of Ten Students
- Race to Utrecht Domtoren and Back
- Teams have to use all Public Transportation and Bikes
- Flags for Each Transportation Method Used
- First Team to Reach Back with All Flags Wins
- Should Not Use same route twice
Day 2 - Day on Wheels

- Race Starts at ‘Roland Holstlaan’ with a briefing of Transportation Methods and Game Rules
- Each Team given a Map and a Train Schedule
- Arrangements with Local Bike Stores to lend bikes to students for a day.
Day 3
Dutching while Drinking

Charles Dickens festival atmosphere

Dutch folklore stories

10 groups of 20 (2 Dutch per group)

5 pubs - 5 stories

Special drink offers (bracelet)
DAY 4
- Creative Writing exercise
- Prompt given
- Speculate on the (his)story of the place visited
- Real story – TBD on Day 5

*Images courtesy of www.wisegeek.com & www.cathyday.com*
The midnight bell was moving, but no sound came out.

The little green man was hanging from the windshaft.
“Keep stirring, darling, the clerk is getting crunchy!!”

“Martha dearest, I fear that there is no option left for you except for becoming a nun.”
Closing ceremony

- Present the stories of day 4
- Best story wins a prize
- Sharing experiences, pics, etc.
- Free lunch
- Get together
The Team – Deventer 3
LINKS

Stevengivler.blogspot.com
Wikipedia.org
Maps.google.com
Iamfoodblog.com
Divahair.com
Kohinoorofindia.nl
Kretadeventer.net
deventerkunstmarkt.files.wordpress.com
static.nationalgeographic.nl
scienceout.nl
static.zoom.nl
static.panoramio.com
dickensfestjin.nl
mikestravelguide.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/12/dev-13-800x533.jpg
youropi.com/nl/leeuwarden/uitgaan/grand-cafe-de-dikke-van-dale-2-3166#
dutchvillage.com/images/SintPiet26cmWoodShoes.png
i1.cpcache.com/product/386866774/dutch_flag_35_button.jpg
cocosoutback.com/images/large/index.html_SPHOTO7.jpg